Incorporates five years of Bluebook updates according to 21st Edition standards

Includes updated references to local citation rules and timely article examples

Addresses new rule for illustrations and photographs

Has served as the most reliable Bluebook companion for law students and professors alike for more than 40 years

About Prince’s Dictionary of Legal Citations

Prince’s Dictionary of Legal Citations assists the legal profession in citing legal authorities according to the rules given in The Bluebook: A Uniform System of Citation, 21st ed. (2020). This title is a Bluebook companion (not a replacement) and applies Bluebook rules to a representative collection of common legal authorities. The citations included are based on Bluebook rules, and the abbreviations are those found in the Bluebook or derived from its guidelines.

Prince’s includes both references to state court rules for citing cases and statutes, and examples of how to cite cases according to those rules, as citation rules contained in local rules, state supreme court rules, rules of trial or appellate procedure, and statutes supersede Bluebook rules.

New to the Tenth Edition

Besides updating both Bluebook and state court rule references, this edition has been updated to reflect 21st Edition Bluebook revisions, including T6 abbreviations for cases, institutional authors, and periodicals, and T2 Foreign Jurisdictions references which have been moved to Bluebook’s free-access online website. In addition, this edition of Prince’s includes the Bluebook’s new rule for illustrations and photographs, publication dates for many law journals, more recent journal article examples, and updated references to local citation rules. These updates make this 10th edition of Prince’s the most reliable Bluebook companion for law students and professionals alike.
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